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Chapter 1 : Book Review: Gravity Falls Journal 3 â€“ The Puyallup Post
Journal 3 brims with every page ever seen on the show plus all-new pages with monsters and secrets, notes from
Dipper and Mabel, and the Author's full story. Fans of Gravity Falls will simply love this page full-color jacketed
hardcover version of Journal 3!

They cried during the last emotional moments of the finale on Feb. For those who are unfamiliar with the
series, Gravity Falls is a cartoon that chronicles twins Dipper and Mabel Pines during the summer they spend
with their great uncle Stan in Gravity Falls, Ore. What could have been the most boring summer of their lives
turns into a thrilling adventure when they discover a mysterious journal in the woods, filled with entries on the
crazy creatures that inhabit the supposedly sleepy town. This sets off a series of events as they encounter
various oddities and face threatening enemies, all while seeking out the elusive author of the journal. Journal 3
is a canon version of the journal from the series, featuring every page ever seen on the show as well as many
more that were never mentioned. Each page brims with written descriptions of odd fictional creatures from the
Plaidypus to the Invisible Wizard, paired with detailed and whimsical illustrations. The majority of the book is
new material that serves to explain some of the unsolved mysteries from the show as well as provide some
much-needed backstory to some of the characters, including the author himself. Fans can rest assured that
many of their questions will be answered in the book. All of this is in alignment with the style and humor fans
have come to love from the show, making the book feel like a true extension of the series. While the book is
fantastic in most respects, there are a couple of drawbacks. A few events from the show that would have
benefitted from some more depth were only mentioned fleetingly or not at all in the book. Another flaw lies in
the presentation of the book. Fans might be disappointed to see that the cover sports numerous Disney logos
instead of the actual design from the show, although this is easily corrected by removing the dust jacket to
reveal the authentic cover beneath and bonus, the dust jacket doubles as a poster. Pages tend to come loose and
fall out frequently, which poses a frustrating problem to people who like to keep their collectibles in pristine
condition. A few of these problems may be corrected in the future. During a panel at New York Comic Con ,
Hirsch announced a new version of Journal 3 will be available to fans who want a deeper experience. This
new edition will feature invisible messages that can only be read using a blacklight and will reveal additional
secrets, as well as textured pages and an attached monocle to give it an appearance more authentic to that of
the show. Overall, Journal 3 is a perfect collectible item for GF fans to add to their shelves, among their other
show memorabilia. It feels like taking one last road trip to the mysterious and memorable town of Gravity
Falls. Copyright The Puyallup Post Find us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Youtube thepuyalluppost.
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Gravity Falls: Journal 3 Jul 26,

It was later discovered by Dipper Pines. It is the third and final installment in a series of books preceded by
Journal 1 and Journal 2. It contains an encyclopedic collection of information on the variety of paranormal and
supernatural creatures living in Gravity Falls, Oregon. Disney released the real world edition of Journal 3 on
July 26, Contents History The strange machine in the metal tree. Fearful he was being watched by malevolent
forces, Ford hid his three journals in separate and elaborate locations around Gravity Falls, hoping to keep the
knowledge needed to activate the Interdimensional Portal away from evil forces. Designing a security
mechanism hidden above his bunker , Ford kept Journal 3 hidden for years until his disappearance through the
Interdimensional Portal. Season 1 Dipper uncovers the compartment containing Journal 3. During his
investigation, he discovers that Norman is actually a disguise fabricated by a group of gnomes, to which the
journal has no knowledge of defeating. Journal 3 returns in " Irrational Treasure ," the twins read about the
town law stating it is legal to marry woodpeckers , and later, after Pacifica Northwest teases Mabel, read about
and investigate the possibility of Nathaniel Northwest , alleged town founder and great-great grandfather of
Pacifica, being a fraud. Dipper reads about height-altering crystals in " Little Dipper ," wishing to use them to
make himself taller, and checks on its position in his vest pocket as Gideon Gleeful interrogates him about
how he came upon the crystals. Later, Dipper uses the journal to help him catch a Gremloblin in " Boss Mabel.
After a fight, the robot explodes, and Dipper relocates Journal 3 in the rubble. In reality, Stan hides the journal
within his laboratory alongside Journal 1 and Journal 2, having collected all three. Now in possession of the
knowledge he requires, Stan activates the Universe portal, hidden deep within the catacombs of the Mystery
Shack. Despite their disbelief, a curse from the journal is accidentally invoked, and a horde of zombies is
raised that crash the Mystery Shack is Back party. During the attack, the Pines learn that some of the journal
has been written in invisible ink revealed by blacklight, allowing them to learn the weakness of zombies. In "
Into the Bunker ," Dipper uses his black light to uncover the location of the Bunker in Journal 3. In " Sock
Opera ," Mabel uses the Journal as a prop for her sock puppet show. In " Little Gift Shop of Horrors ," Dipper
uses his black light to learn of the Percepshrooms and their intelligence-enhancing properties. Learning that
the Ghost of Northwest Manor is a category 10, he checks the entry, using the black light to uncover the best
way to deal with them. The entry tells him to "pray for mercy. In " Dipper and Mabel vs. In " Weirdmageddon
2: Escape From Reality ," after Bill mentions bringing Ford out of retirement, his eye shows various images
from the pages in Journal 3. After the Series The journals were recovered by Soos , apparently unharmed after
Weirdmageddon had ended. After finding them, Soos brought the journals to Dipper. After Dipper kept the
Journals to himself for a few days, he revealed them to Ford. The family decided to throw them into the
Bottomless Pit [1] to rid themselves of the trouble caused by them, and because things thrown into the pit
could end up anywhere. But since discovering the journal, the troopers have had headaches and disturbing
nightmares. The following information is derived from the show and not the real world book. So some
differences will occur, though both are considered canonical. Introductory pages Left page: In all my travels,
never have I observed so many curious things! Gravity Falls is indeed a geographical oddity. For you see, this
is all gibberish. Pure nonsense, if you wish. In fact, none of my sample writing is of any significance. It is
indeed a long lost stunt. Please enjoy the irrelevant and incomprehensible rambling seen 13 1 6 12 89 10 11
Barf Fairy While looking for ideas to defeat Gideon in the journal, Dipper mentions a page describing a "barf
fairy.
Chapter 3 : Gravity Falls: Journal 3 | Gravity Falls Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Journal 3 also was on Barnes and nobles top books list at #2, and it made the top 20 customer favorite books list for
kids and young adults on amazon in ! Also, Forget the age range too, I'm 16 (almost 17) and I love this book!
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Journal 3 brims with every entry seen on the Gravity Falls television show, plus all-new pages with monsters, secrets,
and notes from Dipper and Mabel.

Chapter 5 : Journal 3 | Gravity Falls Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Gravity Falls will simply love this page full-color jacketed hardcover version of Journal 3! Plus the book jacket doubles as
an exclusive poster! ADVERTISEMENT.

Chapter 6 : Gravity Falls (15 books)
Journal 3 brims with every page ever seen on the Gravity Falls show plus all-new pages with monsters and secrets,
notes from Dipper and Mabel, and the Author's full story. A page full-color jacketed hardcover version of Journal 3
â€”plus, the book jacket doubles as an exclusive poster.

Chapter 7 : Gravity Falls: Journal 3 | Disney Books | Disney Publishing Worldwide
Gravity Falls: Journal 3 (Alex Hirsch) at www.nxgvision.com Journal 3 brims with every page ever seen on the show plus
all-new pages with monsters and secrets, notes from Dipper and Mabel, and the Author's full story.

Chapter 8 : Journal 3 | Disney Books | Disney Publishing Worldwide
This is the Gravity Falls Journal 3 Book. It is my first review on anything for this channel. Like and subscribe for more
reviews like this one!

Chapter 9 : Gravity Falls: Journal 3 by Alex Hirsch
Journal #3 is a mysterious journal written by Stanford www.nxgvision.com was later discovered by Dipper
www.nxgvision.com is the third and final installment in a series of books preceded by Journal #1 and Journal #2.
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